EVALUATION OF THE GEIS WITH A FOCUS ON THE PRIME LLC DEVELOPMENT OF THE DURKEE STREET
PARKING LOT
By Syl Beaudreau
1.1 SEQRA and Generic Environmental Impact Statement
1.1.2

Description of proposed action. (Page 2)

Report states that “the LPC guided extensive community engagement, including four public events”.
This raises the issue of proves and procedure. Extensive and continuous public consultation was
required by DRI rules. While it is true that community engagement events, including “dot polling” were
held, the results of such consultations were apparently disregarded, as state and city allocated the lion’s
share of the DRI funding ($4.3 million) to a project, the redevelopment of the Durkee Street Parking Lot,
which, according to the SUNY Plattsburgh dot polls, was one of the least popular options.
This bland opening statement makes it appear as if the City followed the DRI guidelines to the letter, and
that the process involved in the selection of projects was above the board and legitimate. What the
record shows is the lack of public input into the elaboration of the RFP for the Durkee Street
Redevelopment. A not-for-profit community group, the Plattsburgh Citizens Coalition, has had to FOIL
the city to find out about a “secret” Public Advisory Committee, made up of two city employees, Matt
Miller and Ethan Vinson, and a city representative on the County Legislature, Chris Rosenquest.
Apparently the committee never met, and Matt Miller was left to elaborate the RFP with no input from
stakeholders. The original plan stated that “The City of Plattsburgh City Council will approve the
selection considering input from Downtown business owners, residents, and the public.”* The City
proceeded to approve the selection with no input from stakeholders, which is in part why we are now in
this mess. The City has heard from stakeholders AFTER inking the deal with Prime LLC, not BEFORE.
The City then proceeded to the hiring of a consulting firm to elaborate the RFP for the Durkee Streeet
Project, and at this point public input effectively ceased. One could seriously question the basis of these
“experts” calculation of economic viability of building a massive private apartment/retail complex on the
site, significantly deviating from previous plans like 2017’s “Durkee Street ReImagined”. The resulting
RFP produced by consultants White & Burke was notable for the near-complete lack of public amenities
and the elimination of Farmers and Crafters Market from the Durkee Street site and the downtown
business area.
Once the Prime LLC agreement was signed, City immediately proceeded to redesign the downtown area
in terms of closing certain streets, making others one way, using diagonal parking and turning other
areas of the downtown into a pedestrian-unfriendly parking lot. Despite considerable public criticism
and opposition to these plans, resignations of PPAC committee members, and a petition to stop this
plan, the City continued to proceed not only without consulting the public, but in face of a storm of
public outcry. This is not how the DRI plans envisaged the accomplishment of its goals.
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“Develop the Durkee St. into a mixed use city center” was among the least popular options, and yet that is what the state and city chose. This
created a public outcry which persists till today.

This section fails to account for the fact that if the correct procedures were followed as per the DRI
rules, why significant public opposition emerged once the City inked the deal with Prime LLC. Since then,
multiple petitions signed by nearly 2,000 individuals emerged opposing the project. Protests were held
in front of City Hall. Opponents to the DLMUD began to speak out at City Council Meetings. Various
groups emerged including Strong Towns Plattsburgh, Save Durkee, Concerned Citizens of Plattsburgh.
The majority of downtown business owners signed a petition opposing the DLMUD. These groups
coalesced into a not-for-profit Plattsburgh Citizens Coalition LLC, whose goal was to fundraise to mount
a legal challenge against the City. An online petition opposing the imposition of a paid parking regime
garnered significant support. In short, the DGEIS makes it sound like everything about this project was
proceeding in a natural, unproblematic way, failing to reflect significant local opposition to the DLMUD.
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The proposed DLMUD elicited a level of public outcry never witnessed in the history of the city of Plattsburgh. Residents felt that the state and
city had not listened to their expressed wishes for the DRI.

1.1.5 Statement of Project Purpose and Need (Page 8)
The statement speaks of the DLMUD as part of plan to “advance downtown revitalization through
transformative housing, economic development…”
Transformative housing: This is a term usually reserved for low-income or mixed income housing. The
City has failed to account for where it is going to find 115 high income households in a city whose
population is declining, where the majority of residents are low-income, and where high-income job
growth is small to non-existent. Perhaps there may be high-income in the wider Town of Plattsburgh,
but the City and its associated commissioned studies has optimistically assumed that these individuals,
employed in the town, will want to rent an expensive apartment in a de-vitalized downtown.
Another stated goal is to “attract and retain residents, visitors and businesses”. How does building a
large, bland, corporate looking apartment/retail complex make downtown Plattsburgh more attractive
or interesting to residents, visitors and tourists? Does the City really feel that young families will want to
travel to downtown Plattsburgh to view a corporate-looking apartment complex?
“The overall DRI project is expected to bring in 500 temporary jobs, 100 permanent jobs, about $11
million in downtown revenue…” According to the Clinton County DRI PILOT agreement the main part of
the DRI project, the DLMUD, will create 4 permanent jobs. But under construction jobs, which I assume
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are temporary, there are NONE listed. Zero. The figure of $11 million in downtown revenue may
partially be made up of people eating in downtown restaurants and drinking in bars, but as for shopping,
the 114 high-income residents of the DLMUD will have precious few shopping options in the downtown
core, unless they like thrift shops and second hand stores. And they will have cars and buy their
groceries uptown (not in the city) and will shop online. So it is hard to see where the $11 million figure
comes from. And this statement fails to account for the significant tax burden that the PILOT agreement
will impose on residents and taxpayers of the City.
The DRI will “result in a considerable increase in tax revenue, putting the City in a more fiscally sound
position”. Once again, this is a problematic statement. According to Plattsburgh City School Board
Director Jay LeBrun, the PILOT agreement, far from providing enhanced tax revenues, will be a
significant burden to the taxpayers of the City. (His letter is included in the PILOT documents.)
“The City’s public and private partnership with Prime to develop the DLMUD will spur economic
development on the underutilized property…” The DLMUD will build an apartment complex for units
that few downtown residents will be able to afford, and create retail space that most likely fail to attract
tenants. (See comments below). I fail to see how that will “dynamize” the downtown economy. Similar
claims were made for the Gateway building in 2007, and not only did it struggle to find tenants, its main
retail space, 14 Durkee Street, on the corner, only found a tenant in 2019 (The Glen Falls National Bank,
displaced from its Margaret Street location.) The Gateway complex failed to revitalize the downtown
economy or change the feel and attractiveness of the downtown.

The Gateway Building failed to revitalize Plattsburgh downtown. A Lake Placid based restaurant opened at the corner location called Nicolas. It
closed within six months and the space remained empty until 2019, when the Glens Falls National Bank rented the space.
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Why does the DLMUD call for adding more retail space at a time when bricks-and-mortar establishments
are closing nationwide? The Prime LLC plan involves the addition of significant amount of retail space on
the ground level. Why is this advisable when our count reveals at least 32 empty storefronts in the city
of Plattsburgh, and more in the Town. People are calling it the “RETAIL APOCALYPSE”, and every effort
must be made to fill the empty storefronts of the City before building new ones. Ironically, many of
these empty storefronts are adjacent to the Durkee Street Parking Lot.

Plenty of empty retail/commercial space in the city of Plattsburgh, including many storefronts proximate to the Durkee Street Parking Lot. Why
build more?

2.2 Description of Proposed Property
2.2.1 Durkee Lot Mixed Use Development
As per the initial DRI plan, “approximately 1 acre of new on-site open space” was to be created for
public use.
The report states that “a 2,400 SF publicly-accessible civic space with an open-air pavilion” will be one of
the features of the DLMUD. The fact is that the publicly-owned Durkee Street Property will be given
away to a private developer. What used to be the public space of the Plattsburgh Farmers and Crafters
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Market will now be a privately owned space. The City effectively loses control of it, and there is no
guarantee that Prime LLC will not, in future, dispose of this property as it sees fit or profitable. In this
manner the text of the GEIS gives the false impression that the DLMUD has provided a significant
amount of public “civic” space. It has not. Why, as an alternative, does the City not keep the half of the
Durkee Street Parking lot that will constitute the public parking, and retain the 2.400 SQ FT space
occupied by the PFCM for public usage, preserved as such for generations to come? There is an
international movement to preserve public urban open spaces, and the DLMUD fails to do that. (See the
Open Spaces Society at www.oss.org.uk and the Open Space Institute at www.openspaceinstitute.org )

The Durkee Street Parking Lot is the largest open space in downtown Plattsburgh. Open spaces are now viewed as necessary for viable cities.

(Page 25) the notion that “the addition of 30 students is not anticipated to result a significant impact on
facilities” According to Jay LeBrun, the Director of the Plattsburgh City School District, the cost per
student is 25K per year. At that cost, 30 new students would cost the School Board $750,000 per annum.
But according to the Clinton County IDA, Prime LLC will only be paying $75,000 in taxes per year for the
first 20 years. This will result in a significant tax burden on the taxpayers of the city. The PILOT
agreement flies in the face of this documents’ claim that the DLMUD will result in a significant growth of
the City’s tax base.
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Very substantial concerns are being raised by the Clinton County IDA’s PILOT agreement for Prime LLC.
This is in keeping with a recently published (December 16, 2019) New York State Senate investigation of
Public Authorities which finds substantial cause for concern for how these largely unaccountable
organizations impose financial burdens on their local taxpayers. (Report from the New York State Senate
Committee on Investigations and Government Operations. Final Investigative Report: Public Authorities
in New York State, Chair, Senator James Skoufis, December 16, 2019).
The PILOT agreement currently being sought calls for an 83% reduction in taxes for Prime LLC over a 20
year period. This means that while it should be paying approximately $18 million in taxes over that
period, it will be paying only $2.7 million. Local taxpayers will have to make up the difference. The PILOT
agreement negotiated by the Clinton County IDA should itself be considered an “adverse impact” on the
Plattsburgh community.
Furthermore, the text suggests that “The positive economic impacts of the project are significant, the
total economic impacts of the proposed projects construction equate to 56 jobs, nearly $2.2 million in
earnings…” Will the project be employing local/regional contractors and construction workers? If so,
why does the PILOT agreement list ZERO construction jobs created for the county?
2.2.3 Durkee Street Reconfiguration and Streetscape Improvements (DRSI) (Page 28)
The report states that as far as Durkee Street reconfiguration goes, a one-way street is viable. The report
states “The existing loading zone” is to be moved to a “to be determined location”. Based on this, it
concludes that if Durkee is made into a one-way street it will “not result in significant adverse impacts to
traffic conditions”. This is an inadequate description of the issues involved on Durkee Street. Durkee
Street, aside from having many businesses of its own, serves as a delivery site for many of the
restaurants on Margaret Street, considered “restaurant row”. At any given time in the day, there can be
18-wheel trucks double- parked on Durkee, as well as FedEx and UPS delivery trucks stopped in the
southbound lane with emergency lights flashing. With a two-way street, cars stuck behind these double
parked delivery trucks can venture into the opposite lane, but as a one way street, traffic will come to a
standstill. As a northbound one-way street, Durkee will divert southbound traffic emerging along state
route 9 onto upper Bridge Street, which itself often has large delivery trucks parked on it servicing
Alekas, Pizza Bono, The Green Room and Our House Bistro. So the loss of double lanes will add to the
congestion of this intersection. Add to that the egress coming into and out of the Prime parking
courtyard, and the diagonal parking planned, plus the double parked trucks, pedestrian crosswalks, and
you have a recipe for an unworkable street. This is far from the pedestrian, cyclist and roller-friendly
scenario envisaged by the Smart Streets movement’s goal of delivering safer, more welcoming urban
spaces.
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Typical scenario on Durkee Street. In the distance, you see a double parked delivery truck blocking one lane of Durkee Street. What will happen
when there is only one lane? Traffic will come to a standstill.

In short, people who live and work in the Durkee Street area seem to have a better impression of how
the street functions than the fancy metrics presented in the DGEIS. The plan as envisaged has not
sufficiently studied the real-world use of Durkee Street as a delivery lane nor has it suggested ways to
remediate the abovementioned problems. Instead of retaining or adding to street space devoted to
cars, and freeing up urban areas for mixed use or car-free spaces, this plan reduces the street space at
the same time adding the potential vehicular traffic of 115 households into that reduced space where
trucks will be parked to make their necessary deliveries. This simply makes no sense. Into that reduced
one-lane space you will have cars entering and exiting the Prime courtyard parking space, cars backing
out of diagonal parking spaces, trucks and vans stopped, blocking the one-lane street. This is a recipe for
a chaotic, congested, non-functioning, pedestrian-unfriendly street. Thus it is hard to envisage how the
report can conclude that “the reconfiguration of Durkee Street to a one-way street…would not result in
significant adverse impacts to traffic conditions”.
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This is a typical scenario on Durkee street. Three trucks parked in the same area at the same time. How will this work with one lane, an
entry/exit way, diagonal parking and pedestrian crossings?

2.2.8 Plattsburgh Farmers’ and Crafters’ Market (PFCM) Relocation to Building 4 at 26 Green Street
“The City has proposed a relocation of the PFCM to City-owned property in Plattsburgh’s Harborside
Area near downtown.” This is perhaps the most controversial aspect of the entire Plattsburgh DRI. We
find ourselves in front of a major change to the downtown commercial landscape which was never
envisaged by the public consultations of the DRI. Building 4 at 26 Green Street is not in the downtown
business district. It is located in a remote part of town that few people every visit, and is 100 feet from
the municipal sewage treatment plant. Many residents and visitors have expressed opposition to this
move, saying they simply will not shop for food at location so proximate to open pools of evaporating
human waste.
They say that “foot traffic is the life blood of all retail”, and in its present location, the PFCM being in the
Durkee lot, attracts foot traffic from local residents, and visitors who may be patronizing a downtown
restaurant, doing shopping at the North Country Coop, and then stopping at the PFCM. In other words,
there is a kind of food synergy in the downtown area. By removing the PFCM from the downtown area,
you break this food synergy which is key to placemaking. In short, you do not enhance placemaking by
dispersing popular visitor attractions, but by concentrating them. Across the border, the City of Longeuil,
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about an hour from Plattsburgh, learned this the hard way. They moved their downtown Farmers
Market to a new state-of-the-art facility out by the airport. And now their Farmers Market is failing due
to the lack of foot traffic.
Linda Spencer recently wrote this in a comment on the Save Durkee Facebook group page: “I was just
wondering if anyone has gotten a hold of a copy of the General Environmental Impact Statement? The
reason why I am asking is because I was wondering if it contained any information about having the
Plattsburgh Farmers' and Crafters Market in such close proximity to the wastewater treatment facility.
In the meeting a woman got up and said that it didn't smell that bad. The fact that is smells at all is
reason for me and many others not to go to the Plattsburgh Farmers' and Crafters Market. But what is
so troublesome to me is the fact that the settling tanks (clarifiers) are right there. What type(s) of
bacteria are airborne? Escherichia coli? Staphylococcus? That is why I am asking the question about
having the Plattsburgh Farmers' and Crafters Market in such close proximity to the wastewater
treatment facility and if there has ever been any air samples taken? Is that part of the General
Environmental Impact Statement? I am aware that such things as temperature, wind velocity and
specific humidity etc. is going to influence the spread and the ability of the microorganisms to survive in
the air. In the same meeting there was mention of odor abatement and the use of screens. How is this
odor abatement going to work? Is it going to work by mechanical means? Chemical means? How? The
use of screens is to make it more aesthetically pleasing but it is not going to prevent airborne particles
from being released into the air. I really wish Plattsburgh Farmers' and Crafter Market would stay right
where it is and Prime LLC would go far away and stay there.”
The report states that “The City is seeking up to $250,000 for the proposed relocation of the PFCM from
the DRI’s Downtown Grant Program (DGP).” I would like to suggest that this idea is throwing good
money after bad, since if individuals like Linda Spencer who are fearful of shopping for food there just
don’t visit, the PFCM will fail no matter what they do to cosmetically enhance Building 4.
It is my view that the City should have conducted a consumer survey to see if shoppers could get over
the psychological barrier of shopping for food next to the Poop Plant. The Mayor has gone on record
stating that he will clean up the smell, that there will be no microscopic human waste in the air, but so
far we have not seen any credible plans to accomplish this goal.
3.1.1.2 Zoning (page 76)
There is some confusing language here about the PUD on Durkee Street. The text talks about City Code
Chapter 300, Subdivision of Land, and states that it is “not required to strictly adhere to the bulk and
dimensional requirements stipulated in Schedule II of Chapter 360, Zoning, or to 360-18, which restricts
the number of buildings and dwelling units on each lot. Instead, bulk and dimensional requirements may
be varied to provide an alternative…in order to preserve the natural and scenic quality of open lands”.
Currently, the Durkee Street lot constitutes the largest open space in the downtown area. It provides
views of scenic streets with historic buildings eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic
Places. It also has a small patch of green space, where once a gas station stood. This “little green space”
is of public value, and if anything, should be enhanced or enlarged, not eliminated.
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And as for bulk and dimensional variance, my estimation is that the 115-unit structure being proposed
by Prime LLC is at least ten times the size of surrounding structures. As is, the mega-complex stands to
overpower the downtown area and significantly change its appearance and atmosphere. The average
building height and the height of the buildings which were originally on the east side of Durkee Street is
three stories, not five.

This linen postcard from the interwar years shows the original buildings on the corner of Durkee and Bridge. They are three stories high.

And how does building what amounts to a massive gated community on the downtown’s only open
space “preserve the natural and scenic quality of open lands”?
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As this aerial photo shows, the proposed development of the Durkee Street Lot is completely disproportionate to the surrounding cityscape. Its
scale is overwhelming.

The report suggests that the Planning Board is authorized to waive requirements stipulated in 360-21
(D), hoping that this is indeed what will happen. But in my view, the building of a massive, overpowering
gated community in the most historic part of our downtown does not allow for the “maintenance of
open lands” nor does it “ensure the preservation of the natural and scenic qualities of such open lands.”
(77)
3.1.2. Potential Impacts
3.1.1.11 Land use and Community Character
Prime proposes to build a 200,000 SF U-shaped apartment building with 13,400 SF of commercial space.
The overwhelming size of this project means it will overpower the downtown area. The initial DRI plan
called for 45 residential units and approximately 47,000 feet of retail and/or commercial space.” At 115
residential units, and 200,000 SQ FT, this five-story behemoth is more than three times the size of the
originally proposed building. Its size and scale, despite cosmetic elements designed to disguise its
outsized proportions, will change the feel and authentic atmosphere of this historic district.
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Prime’s cookie-cutter apartments are bland and add nothing to the character of the historic downtown
business area. The updated plans show a five story-building trying hard to look like a three-story
building. This building contributes nothing pleasing to the streetscape of our city. If you look at the Hotel
Prime built in Saratoga Springs, you will see that it is essentially the same template as the one being
used here in Plattsburgh. There is nothing about this design, aside from the postmodern cornices used
on the front of the building, which relates to the quaint and pleasingly chaotic architectural feel of the
Durkee Street neighborhood.

The design of the Prime LLC project for Plattsburgh is similar to what Prime built in Saratoga Springs. Nothing unique to our town here.

The most recent plans show Prime LLC has even abandoned the postmodern cornices in favor of what
appear to be shelves held up by diagonal sticks. In terms of design, such cheap attempts at mimicry are
unworthy of our downtown area. At the very least, Prime LLC should be required to produce some
finishes that are actual cornices. My impression is that Prime LLC has changed the cornices for sticks
because it will save costs, allowing them to make the maximum number of housing units at minimal
expense. Now that Prime has changed the cornices into shelves held up by diagonally placed sticks, the
complex looks rather like a luxury chicken coop. Plattsburgh deserves better.
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This design, which is part of Prime LLC’s potential offerings, seems to fit more seamlessly into the current streetscape of downtown Plattsburgh.
The GEIS should note that other options for the site in terms of size, scale, and design, could be considered.

I see nothing in the mock-up of the proposed building that shows “frieze and cornice detailing with
contrasting metal detailing to mark fenestration and other fine details.” (86) I see no fine details…Just
sticks.
This plan fails to create an attractive, visitor-worthy destination in Plattsburgh’s downtown core. Can
you imagine a young family from Montreal saying, “Gee, we need to travel down to Plattsburgh and see
that new, corporate-looking apartment building in their downtown”? The original plan stated as a goal
the need to “Elevate global recognition of the region as one of the special places on the planet to visit,
live, work and study.” How does building an apartment complex achieve this stated goal?
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James Howard Kunstler has argued that large, corporate-looking apartment complexes like the one being proposed by Prime LLC are leading to
blandness in American cities, with them all looking the same. He calls this “the geography of nowhere”. Kunstler would not recommend giving a
large section of our downtown over to a large, bland apartment building.

Arnie Pavone Memorial Parking Plaza (APMPP)
When I originally expressed my opposition to the Durkee Street redevelopment plan, officials at City Hall
told me, “Parking Lots are ugly. The Durkee Lot is ugly. Wouldn’t you like to see a nice building there?”
Well, by the same logic, if “parking lots are ugly”, now the cars that once parked in the Durkee Lot will
be parking on a new lot on Margaret Street. So the “ugliness” will be shifted from Durkee Street to
Margaret Street, to our main commercial artery. So why is it OK to have ugliness on Margaret Street, but
not OK to have it on Durkee Street? To some degree, the ugliness shell game cannot be won. Ours is a
car-centered community, and the bulk of downtown jobs are in services to the County, and employees
and visitors need places to park. One way or another the parking spaces need to go somewhere, and this
plan will distribute them throughout the downtown area, making it less people and pedestrian friendly,
which goes directly against the stated goals of the DRI application.
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The GEIS should note that the now-available site of the Glens Falls National Bank could be used for something other than a parking lot.
Developing a multi-use apartment complex or hotel on this site would restore the original streetscape, and unify the Margaret Street corridor.

Westelcom Park Improvements (WPI)
Here too I see a poorly conceptualized plan. Currently, the Westelcom pocket park connects the main
street (Margaret Street) to the all-important Durkee Street Parking Lot. It is my feeling that many of the
public amenities that were initially planned for the Durkee Street property have been shifted onto and
concentrated into this small sloping space between two buildings. The new plan calls for a multi-tiered
park which will include sculpture areas, a water feature, a plaza, bicycle infrastructure, and pedestrian
walking areas…” (91) There will be a water fountain below street level.
My problem with this is that I think it fails to do what the original Durkee Street reconfiguration was
intended to do, which was to create much needed public gathering space.
As stated earlier, according to the initial DRI plan, the Durkee Street site was to contain “approximately
1 acre of new on-site open space” for public use.
The City’s own documents (posted on its website) note the crying need for downtown open space to
host large events:
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“The demand for space, for activities, races, marches, and concerts has exceeded its
availability. Downtown needs space to accommodate more than the current ceiling of
about 2,000 people. We need space to allow the activities that currently must be
cramped into a small park or cause street closures. Our market study shows that we
need… more mixed income housing. Creation of the City Center is necessary first to
meet current demand to allow future demand…(and the needs of) a sizeable existing
population and would make this an easy-reach, proimary downtown area for both
residents and visitors alike.” City Hall’s own study showed a need for a larger gathering
space in the downtown area capable of hosting more than 2,000 people. And the
Westelcom Park, crowded as it is with features, fails to accomplish that need for open
gathering space. (See North Country Regional Economic Development Council,
Downtown Revitalization Initiative DRI Instructions)
My sense is that we will be putting a fountain in below the street level in an area which fails to function
as a gathering place, because it is too small to be a gathering place. The elimination of the Durkee Street
Lot, in combination with the creation of the overly crammed and fussy Westelcom parkette, both fail to
accomplish the goals for a revitalized gathering space for the Plattsburgh’s downtown.
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The Durkee Street Parking Lot constitutes the city’s only large open space, which hosts many events. The GEIS does not address how this open
space will be replaced once the Prime LLC development is built.

What we needed was the open space for public gatherings combined with the attractive features being
suggested for the Westelcom parkette. This kind of thing was once envisaged in a 2003 revitalization
plan designed by Freeman French Freeman, Inc.

This visualization of the Durkee Street Parking Lot transformed into a city center shows many elements which would be likely to receive public
support, note the retention of the PFCM.

3.5 Parking
3.5.1. Existing Conditions
Others will comment on the parking replacement scenario which simply doesn’t add up.
Nowhere in the DGEIS does the report mention the adverse impact of the loss of winter parking on the
Durkee Street lot as an adverse impact on downtown residents whose apartments lack off-street
parking. This is a serious flaw in the DGEIS report.
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Plattsburgh has a winter parking regime set up that uses the Durkee Street Lot for winter emergency parking. The loss of this space will incur
potential hardship on the residents of the downtown area who lack off-street parking. The GEIS does not address this question.

On page 156 we see some more pie-in-the-sky thinking that will essentially kill our downtown area.
Notable is the revival of the idea of making people pay to park. Bricks-and-mortar retail establishments
and malls are all dying due to the increased prevalence of online shopping, where you don’t have to pay
to park. The inauguration of a paid parking regime, a pet project of certain members of the PPAC, is a
non-starter for our dying downtown.
Recommendation number 6 is to “Develop a plan to utilize the Harbor parking lots during the DLMUD
construction.” What is the city recommending? The use of shuttle buses to transport downtown workers
and patrons to their chosen downtown destinations? This unworkable plan shows that the DLMUD has
the potential of killing our downtown even before the Prime LLC project opens its doors to residents.
What this suggests to me is that the City is so desperate to give away the Durkee Street Parking lot to a
Wall-street traded corporation that they are willing to do so at any cost, and no matter what hardships
they impose on the current businesses, residents, workers and visitors of Plattsburgh.
The imposition of a paid parking regime has been a “secret” or secretly imposed idea on the community.
Once the city inked the deal with Prime LLC, it became clear that the Special Assessment District, which
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had been created to pay for the upkeep of the parking lots, would have to be dissolved. The City decided
that to maintain parking lots going forward a paid parking regime would be necessary. The Plattsburgh
Parking Advisory Committee spent months designing a complex parking plan, which reconfigured the
entire downtown area into a giant paid parking lot, in order to accommodate Prime LLC. A paid parking
regime has already been tried in the postwar years, but had to be eliminated in the 1980s as the
downtown found itself unable to compete with the uptown malls. Making customers pay to park will
send business up to the town, where parking is always free and plentiful, or send business onto Amazon,
where parking is never an issue. This idea is and will remain a non-starter for the foreseeable future.
Why were the changes to the City/County parking lot not included in this Environmental Impact
Statement? These changes were carried out to compensate for lost parking caused by the DLMUD, so
why was the environmental impact not evaluated? The creation of an expanded parking lot with five
entry/exit ways into the street is unconventional at best, and needed to be evaluated in this study.
3.7 Historic and Cultural Resources
3.7.1 Existing Conditions
Durkee Street contains two buildings which have the potential to be listed on the National Register of
Historic Places. Both Durkee Street west and the corner of Bridge and City Hall place constitute some of
the most historically valuable intact 19th century commercial architecture that the city has to offer. Both
of these areas offer pleasingly quaint and chaotic sightlines which contribute considerably to
Plattsburgh’s historic character. If you are interested in historic preservation and placemaking, you
should be mindful that any attempt to insert a massive contemporary structure into this human-scaled
cityscape poses the distinct possibility of marring its historic character and its architectural identity.
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The west side of Durkee Street offers two buildings which are eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. The pleasingly
chaotic assemblage of disparate shapes, sizes and colors makes this one of the most appealing vistas in our downtown. It would damage the
overall feel of the street to put a large bland monolith in front of this view.

As previously noted, Durkee Street contains two buildings which are eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places. It is also adjacent or proximate to three districts which are on the list of the
National Register of Historic Places: Court Street, Brinkerhoff Street, and The Point District.
My wider critique of the entire Plattsburgh DRI as currently being envisioned in the DGEIS is that it does
not take into account that the entire downtown business district constitutes a largely intact collection of
19th century commercial buildings, and is itself a National Register eligible historic district (see October
17, 2019 letter of the NYOPRHP cited on page 183). Given the sensitivity of the entire area which
surrounds the Durkee Street Parking Lot, it very well may be that the Prime LLC project considerably
alters its status as an intact historic district. More importantly, should construction be allowed to
proceed in this area, it should be all the more congruent with the historic nature of this district. And
nothing in the PrimeLLC plan aside from color choice indicates a pleasing conformity with the chaotic,
quaint jumble of buildings that surrounds it and makes this area so attractive.
It is not OK to simply state, as is the case on page 184, that “the proposed project will not adversely
impact the adjacent DPHD or other listed or eligible for listing resources”.
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The atmosphere and “feel” of a district is only as genuine as the past and present efforts to build the
urban environment in such a way as to preserve, restore or embellish its historic character. You would
not build a three story Victorian commercial building in Rome’s Centro Storica, just as you would not
build a southwestern Territorial adobe building in Boston, nor would you erect modernist skyscraper in
Old Montreal (actually that happened but it was considered a monumental blunder).
Should building proceed on the Durkee Lot a smaller building on the scale originally envisaged in the
Plattsburgh DRI (45 units) and one whose design was better integrated into the surrounding historic
district would be a better choice.
According to Jane Jacobs, arguably the most influential urban theorist of the 20th century, people are
attracted to city streetscapes that are human in scale, pleasingly chaotic, and offering a wide number of
choices and “eyes on the street”. Large, bland, bunker-type buildings like the one envisaged by Prime
LLC do not offer these features, and do not attract people to them. They repel people. Witness the
Gateway complex, which struggled to attract tenants and today remains a desolate part our downtown.
Cities like Santa Fe New Mexico remain some of the most attractive urban spaces in America by having
rigorous planning laws that restrict residents’ choices of building styles and materials. One of the
problems I see in Plattsburgh is the lack of general standards as to what is the “spirit of Plattsburgh” and
what styles and materials should be encouraged.
The City of Galena, Illinois has really no distinction, other than the fact that they have retained and
enhanced their 19th century commercial buildings such as they are now considered one of the best small
cities in America. (They also offer free three hour downtown parking.)
The Clinton County Destination Master Plan stipulates that “We will maintain the unique character of
our region while increasing economic opportunities and quality of life for those who live here through
the development of carefully planned tourism.” What is carefully planned about building a giant
apartment complex? How does it help to “maintain the unique character of our region”? I see no
enhancement of the unique character of our region in a building which essentially is based on a
template that Prime uses throughout the state. I also don’t see how it will attract visitors and tourists.
This plan, in general, fails to coordinate the cultural and historical assets that Plattsburgh does have.
While they may not all be in the Special Assessment District, how does this plan co-ordinate the Kent
DeLord House, the Macdonough Monument and City Hall, the County Court House, the Strand Theater,
the Monopole, Margaret Street, the Coop, the Farmers and Crafters Market, the harborfront, the
Saranac River and Terry Gordon Bike trails that lead to the historic U.S. Oval, the Clinton County
Historical Museum and Transportation Museum? Plunking a giant apartment complex does nothing to
enhance the connectivity of these places. In fact, I see no “vitalizing” effect here. To quote former
Mayor Jim Canlon, who was responsible for bringing the DRI funds here in the first place, “Providing
spaces for people to live without giving them a reason to be there is not really an effective way of
developing things”.
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Plattsburgh, rather than retaining, preserving and enhancing its unique built environment, seeks to
modernize it by building a giant, discordant, unappealing bunker-like gated community on its main
public space.
How can that not adversely impact the Downtown Plattsburgh Historic District? It’s going to “stick out
like a sore thumb”. The overwhelming size of this project means it will overpower the historic
downtown area, and that in itself is an “adverse impact”. The initial DRI plan called for 45 residential
units and approximately 47,000 feet of retail and/or commercial space.” At 115 residential units, and
200,000 SQ FT this five-story behemoth is more than three times the size of the originally proposed
building. Its size, despite cosmetic elements designed to disguise its scale, will change the feel and
authentic atmosphere of this historic district.
Plattsburgh has had a bad record of pie-in-the-sky developments like the Westelcom Suites, Gateway
Building and most recently, the Broad Street Commons, a giant, bunker-like building which failed and
had to be bailed out by the City. It is my sincere hope that we will not let this happen again in this case.

Much of the Westelcom Suites, steps away from the proposed DLMUD, remains empty. Another failed pipe dream for downtown revitalization
was the attempt to build this mall like space which never filled.
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